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1 What is MOVIVISION®? 
Introduction 

1 Introduction
1.1 What is MOVIVISION®?

The system is running without any problems. Rotary tables, conveyor trolleys, overhead
trolleys and automated guided vehicles are moving. Plant utilization is at an optimum
level. However, despite the use of intelligent, decentralized drive technology, only a
time-consuming planing and startup phase can ensure this ideal situation.

SEW-EURODRIVE faces this challenge with a new and simple software solution: MOV-
IVISION®

MOVIVISION® assists with the project planning, manages the system data and takes
over the parameter setting, startup and diagnostics tasks for the system. MOVIVISION®

allows system manufacturers and operators to startup the materials handling system of
their plant, a drive system or and individual drive quickly and easily without special pro-
gramming skills. Configurable materials handling functions of MOVIVISION® make
time-consuming programming obsolete. Even during the production process, the oper-
ator can always respond to manufacturing modifications without tying up human re-
sources to a disproportionately high extent. Continuous monitoring and diagnostics is
also ensured during production.

With the 3 performance levels, motion, function and coordination, MOVIVISION®

solves any drive task in materials handling.

1.2 Areas of application
MOVIVISION® is used in industries that require modularized and standardized materials
handling applications:

668683275

Sectors Applications
• Automotive industry
• Food industry
• Logistics

• Roller conveyor
• Rotary table
• Conveyor trolleys
• Hoist/lowering stations
• Automated guided vehicle
• Push platform with elevating table
• Electrified monorail system
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1 Tasks and benefits
Introduction

1.3 Tasks and benefits
The following table illustrates the tasks and benefits of MOVIVISION®:

Task Characteristics Benefits
Optimization of the
engineering tasks

• Standardization of conveyor functions
• Reuse of existing materials handling functions 

up to visualizing the track layout 
• Cataloging of conveyor functions and 

parameter sets for reuse 
• Use of existing materials handling functions 

due to simple parameter setting 
• Parameterization instead of programming: 

Simple project planning and configuration of 
drives, systems and materials handling 
applications 

• Scalable use, from simple drives up to the 
complete materials handling system of the 
plant

• Simpler and quicker project 
planning

Minimization of in-
vestment costs

• Intelligent software reduces hardware variants 
and costs

• Reduction of the system 
complexity and the number of 
components

Reduction of the im-
plementation time

• Setting and testing the materials handling 
functions possible without PLC connection 

• Reuse of previously tested materials handling 
functions

• Quicker startup of the system

Increase of the sys-
tem flexibility

• Decentralized (distributed) intelligence for 
optimum information flow 

• Parameter setting instead of programming
• Changes become effective immediately 

without software efforts

• Better response flexibility with 
respect to production and 
manufacturing modifications 

• Production cycle times can 
easily be modified

Increase of the sys-
tem operability

• Central data storage with catalog function 
• Client-server structure: Enables several users 

to access the database from different locations 
simultaneously 

• Individually assigned access authorizations
• Integrated languages: German and English, 

other languages as an option

• Simpler system administration

Increase of the sys-
tem availability

• Detailed diagnostics, e.g. error message in 
plain text, animated display 

• Remote Maintenance
• Permanent information display 
• Integrated event log 
• Quick unit replacement by automatic 

parameter download

• Simpler system maintenance
• Simple and quick diagnostics
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1 Control levels 
Introduction 

1.4 Control levels
In most conveyor systems, the control devices and the respective recipients are located
on different levels, but have to perform various materials handling functions together.
The connections between the vertical and horizontal communication paths are some-
times very complex. However, it is the optimal data traffic that is a cornerstone for a flaw-
less system process.

The following figure shows the different control levels of a conveyor system:

The parameterizable system software, MOVIVISION®, mainly operates on the system
level. However, it also ensures the flawless information flow among the levels that is
easy to handle for the operator.

MOVIVISION® ensures the connection of the communication paths, the permanent in-
formation and status display, and reports to the control device. Several users can ac-
cess all the materials handling applications from various locations simultaneously, and
flexibly respond to production changes. 

Plant control

plant level

Unit control

field level

System control

system level

PPLLCLCLP

Fieldbus

Fieldbus

MOVIVISION®
Parameterizable 

plant software

686451339
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1 Theory of operation
Introduction

1.5 Theory of operation
The combination of central data storage and decentralized intelligence makes
MOVIVISION® the comfortable software solution in materials handling technology. The
decentralized intelligence simplifies and shortens the complex communication paths be-
tween all hardware and software components of the system. Fastest possible bus cycle
and response times on every level ensure a permanent flow of information and com-
mands.

This also allows for an object-oriented display. Each individual user can display the en-
tire production system, the drive systems or individual drives. User-friendliness is en-
sured by the easy-to-use MOVIVISION® interface. The user can perform tasks, e.g.
startup or production changes during operation, quickly and easily, at any time and from
any location: simply by setting parameters. Special programming skills are not neces-
sary.

After startup, the parameterization and diagnostics tool is used only for parame-
terization and diagnostics of the system. It is no longer required for operating the
system.

MOVIVISION® Parameterization and diagnostics tool
The user can access the central database of the server through the Windows-
based parameterization and diagnostics tool.

Server Client
• All data is stored in one central 

database
• Establishes a link to the connected 

decentralized control components
• The data exchange between 

server and decentralized control 
components takes place via 
fieldbus and/or networks

• Only here, parameters are set or 
changed

• Management and supervision of 
access authorizations

• High degree of data security and 
user-friendliness

The interface displays the data of the
decentralized control components vi-
sually. Parameter and diagnostic data
of each unit is displayed separately.
Both nodes are divided into the
• Drive level
• Positioning level
• TecUnit level (technological level)
It is possible to grant different access
rights to the users, e.g. for monitoring,
for parameter setting, for initial startup,
for replacing units, etc.

Server / database Client
Parameterization and
diagnostics

Parameterization and
diagnostics
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1 Software interface 
Introduction 

1.6 Software interface
The MOVIVISION® software interface has the following features: 

• Intuitive operability

• User-friendliness for various user groups (engineering, maintenance)

• Engineering, parameterization and diagnostics functions via simple menus 

• Immediate display of messages, e.g. regarding statuses and events

• Straightforward user guidance through the several functions

• All information at a glance

• Mapping of the system with various function groups

• Clearly structured display of the system in detail with the drives

The following figure shows the task selection window that is used to access the individ-
ual MOVIVISION® functions:

685487243
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1 Software interface
Introduction

The function areas are displayed with a left and a right sub window

Plant view

Parameters for the drive functions

685485067

Status report from drives up to 
materials handling functions

Plant view

822433931
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2 Overview 
Performance Levels 

2 Performance Levels
2.1 Overview

From simple movements to complex coordination: The three MOVIVISION® perfor-
mance levels provide the optimum solution for each drive function in materials handling
technology.

The "motion" level ensures the connection between the communication paths and al-
lows for a flawless information flow of all data relevant to the system. Simple drive mo-
tion, such as roller conveyors, are configured, monitored and diagnosed with the "mo-
tion" level.

The second performance level "function" provides pre-configured technological func-
tions for integrating and managing application parameters, such as RFID or encoder
systems.

Rather than a simple data transfer for parameter setting or diagnostics purposes, the
third performance level, "coordination", is used to control individual drives, materials
handling functions, or the entire system. This performance level does not only enhance
the communication capability of the drive technology, but the "intelligence" of the decen-
tralized drives also increases. The drives can be assigned more and more functions,
which takes a great deal of load off the PLC. The "coordination" level also allows for the
system to be retrofitted or modified without any problems. New or extended functionality
requirements can be realized immediately after a quick and simple parameterization.
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2 Overview
Performance Levels

The following table provides an overview of the 3 performance levels:

Motion Function Coordination

for the drives
• Administration and 

management
• Parameterization
• Startup
• Diagnostics/monitoring
• Remote Maintenance
• Drive function
• Positioning function

for the application
in addition
• TecUnits (technological 

functions for integrating and 
managing application 
parameters, such as RFID or 
encoder systems)

for the system
in addition
• Manual operation
• Track outline
• Integrated visualization
• Automatic control (of the 

system)
• Energy management

Application examples
Single-axis applications such as: 
• Roller conveyor

Application examples
Single-axis or multi-axis applica-
tions such as:
• Rotary table
• Lateral conveyor
• Hoist/lowering stations
• Conveyor trolleys

Application examples
Complete applications such as:
• Push platform with elevating 

table
• Electrified monorail system
• Floor conveyor system

Customer benefit
• Simple implementation and 

management of positioning 
functions for materials 
handling 

• Simple, functional 
connection of I/Os with 
drives for a quick realization 
without PLC programming 

• Quick and efficient 
diagnostics

• Unit replacement for 
maintenance via central data 
storage

Customer benefit
• Implementation and 

management of multi-axis 
materials handling 
applications without special 
PLC programming 

• Integration of production data 
• Relief for the PLC and the 

communication paths for 
quicker response times 

• Significant relief for the 
decentralized PLC

Customer benefit
• Minimization of the system 

complexity due to complete 
management and 
coordination of materials 
handling processes.

• Allows for closed production 
flows

• Optimized product and 
production data management 
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2 "Motion" level 
Performance Levels 

2.2 "Motion" level
The following figure shows the components used, the communication paths and the op-
erating principle of the "motion"level:

Software 
interface

Plant control

plant level

Unit control

field level

System diagnostics

system level

MOVIVISION®

PLC

Ethernet

Parameterization
diagnosticsStatus

command

Server / Database Client

Drives

Unit

Fieldbus

Fieldbus

Parameterization and
diagnostics tool

Parameterizable
plant software

Parameterization and
diagnostics tool

Unit
software

3

2
1

Drives

Unit
Unit
software

Drives

Unit
Unit
software

666377355
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2 "Motion" level
Performance Levels

2.2.1 Components

The following components are used for the "motion level:

See chapter "Components" (page 19) for additional information. 

2.2.2 Communication Paths
The "motion" level provides the following communication paths:

See chapter "Communication Paths" (page 25) for detailed information. 

2.2.3 Theory of operation
The units with integrated MOVIVISION® unit software and the connected drives are lo-
cated on the field level. 

The units are connected to a higher-level control (PLC) via a fieldbus. The units and the
higher-level control exchange statuses and commands via the MOVIVISION® software
interface.

Via this fieldbus, the units are also connected to a system PC (server/database) with in-
stalled MOVIVISION® parameterization and diagnostics tool. This is where parameter-
ization and diagnostics information is exchanged. The units are accessed directly from
the server or from a connected client via Ethernet.

Software component corresponding hardware component

MOVIVISION® parameterization and diagnostics tool
Server installation
• Management of all data in database
• Data exchange in the database with the decentralized control 

components
Client installation
• User's access to data in database

Server with database and client
• PC or laptop

MOVIVISION® unit software
• Statuses and commands

Device
• Decentralized unit for drive control, e.g. MOVIPRO®, 

MOVIFIT®, MOVIFIT® SNI with MOVIGEAR®

communication

Path between by pressing Function

1 Higher-level control ↔ unit Fieldbus Software interface, interface between the unit software and the higher-
level control, control and status report

2 Server ↔ unit Fieldbus Online visualization, parameterization and diagnostics

3 Server ↔ client Ethernet Online visualization and access to central server database
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2 "Function" level 
Performance Levels 

2.3 "Function" level
The following figure shows the components used, the communication paths and the op-
erating principle of the "function" level:

Plant control

plant level

Unit control

field level

System diagnostics

system level

PLC

Ethernet

Parameterization
diagnosticsStatus

command

Server / database Client

Drives Drives

Unit

Fieldbus

Fieldbus

Parameterization and
diagnostics tool

Parameterization and
diagnostics tool

Unit
software

3

2
1

Software
interface

MOVIVISION®

Parametrizable 
plant software

Unit
Unit
software

Drives

Unit
Unit
software

TecUnit(s)

TecUnit(s)TecUnit(s)
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2 "Function" level
Performance Levels

2.3.1 Components

The following components are used for the "function" level:

See chapter "Components" (page 19) for additional information. 

2.3.2 Communication Paths
The "function" level provides the following communication paths:

See chapter "Communication Paths" (page 25) for detailed information. 

2.3.3 Theory of operation
The units with integrated MOVIVISION® unit software and the connected drives are lo-
cated on the field level. 

The units are connected to a higher-level control (PLC) via a fieldbus. The units and the
higher-level control exchange statuses and commands via the MOVIVISION® software
interface.

Via this fieldbus, the units are also connected to a system PC (server/database) with in-
stalled MOVIVISION® parameterization and diagnostics tool. This is where parameter-
ization and diagnostics information is exchanged. The units are accessed directly from
the server or from a connected client via Ethernet.

TecUnits are used additionally. They allow for the functions to be expanded individually.
The evaluation of encoder systems and signals are possible expansions.

Software component corresponding hardware component

MOVIVISION® parameterization and diagnostics tool
Server installation
• Management of all data in database
• Data exchange in the database with the decentralized control 

components
Client installation
• User's access to data in database

Server with database and client
• PC or laptop

MOVIVISION® unit software
• Statuses and commands

Device
• Decentralized unit for drive control, e.g. MOVIPRO®, 

MOVIFIT®, MOVIFIT® SNI with MOVIGEAR®

TecUnits
• Software expansions that are integrated in the 

parameterization and diagnostics tool, and in the unit software 
as plug-ins

Possible hardware expansions: 
• Encoder systems
• Reporting and operating devices
• Signal evaluation

communication

Path between by pressing Function

1 Higher-level control ↔ unit Fieldbus Software interface, interface between the unit software and the higher-
level control, control and status report

2 Server ↔ unit Fieldbus Online visualization, parameterization and diagnostics

3 Server ↔ client Ethernet Online visualization and access to central server database
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2 "Coordination" level 
Performance Levels 

2.4 "Coordination" level
The following figure shows the components used, the communication paths and the op-
erating principle of the "coordination" level:

Machine level
machine control

Master level
production control

Field level
unit control

System level
system control

PLC

Server / database Client

PPS

Operator panel Segment controller

Drives Drives

Unit

Fieldbus

Fieldbus

Configuration and
diagnostics tool

Operating and
display software

Configuration and
diagnostics tool

Unit 
Software

System
software

Ethernet

Parameter 
diagnostics

Status
commands

3

2

Drives

Unit
Unit 
Software

Unit
Unit 
Software

MOVIVISION®
Configurable Software

interface

1

TecUnit(s)

TecUnit(s)TecUnit(s)

machinery software

666379019
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2 "Coordination" level
Performance Levels

2.4.1 Components

The following components are used for the "coordination" level:

See chapter "Components" (page 19) for additional information.

2.4.2 Communication Paths
The "coordination" level provides the following communication paths:

See chapter "Communication Paths" (page 25) for detailed information. 

Software component corresponding hardware component

MOVIVISION® parameterization and diagnostics tool
Server installation
• Management of all data in database
• Data exchange in the database with the decentralized control 

components
Client installation
• User's access to data in database

Server with database and client
• PC or laptop

MOVIVISION® unit software
• Statuses and commands

Device
• Decentralized unit for drive control, such as MOVIPRO®, 

MOVIFIT®

TecUnits
• Software expansions that are integrated in the 

parameterization and diagnostics tool, and in the unit software 
as plug-ins

Possible hardware expansions: 
• Encoder systems
• Reporting and operating devices
• Signal evaluation

MOVIVISION® operating and visualization software
• System visualization
• Operation of individual system components

Operator panel 
• Screen with colored, animated representation
• Integrated touch function and keys

MOVIVISION® system software
• Line motion control
• Coordination of individual motion sequences
• Incorporation of production data
• Communication with neighboring systems and the higher-level 

control

Segment controller
• Hardware platform for system management

communication

Path between by pressing Function

1 Higher-level control ↔ seg-
ment controller 

Fieldbus Software interface, interface between the system software and the 
higher-level control, control and status report

2
Server ↔ unit

Fieldbus Online visualization, parameterization and diagnostics
Server ↔ segment controller

3 Server ↔ client Ethernet Online visualization and access to central server database
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2 "Coordination" level 
Performance Levels 

2.4.3 Theory of operation

The units with integrated MOVIVISION® unit software and the connected drives are lo-
cated on the field level. 

The units are connected to the segment controller in the system level via a fieldbus. The
segment controller can be connected to other systems, such as PLC or PPS, via the pa-
rameterizable MOVIVISION® software interface. Statuses and commands are ex-
changed via the software interface.

Via the fieldbus, the units and the segment controller are connected to a system PC
(server/database) with installed MOVIVISION® parameterization and diagnostics tool.
This is where parameterization and diagnostics information is exchanged. The units and
the segment controller are accessed directly from the server or from a connected client
via Ethernet.

The segment controller controls the processes in the individual segments of the track,
thus it indirectly controls the components of the track. The segment controller automat-
ically forwards any relevant data to the corresponding track components (e.g. produc-
tion and component data to the vehicles, visualization information to the operating pan-
els, connection establishment and data exchange with other systems). 

The following figure describes the functionality of the segment controller:

The entire system or parts of the system can be monitored and controlled locally via the
operator panel. Single vehicles can be moved individually, for example.

688706571

Machine level
machine control

Master level
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Field level
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System level
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base Client
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Segment
controller

Drives

Unit

Path data and
parameters
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3 Overview
Components

3 Components
3.1 Overview

The following figure provides an overview of the components and describes which com-
ponents are used for the individual performance levels: 

The individual MOVIVISION® components are described on the following pages.

666369803
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3 MOVIVISION® parameterization and diagnostics tool 
Components 

3.2 MOVIVISION® parameterization and diagnostics tool
3.2.1 Structure

The parameterizable MOVIVISION® plant software is based on the server-client princi-
ple, i.e. a central MOVIVISION® server is used as a database and several users can ac-
cess the data from different locations via the so-called MOVIVISION® clients. 

This allows for an object-oriented view, i.e. the entire production system, the drive sys-
tems, or each individual drive can be displayed optionally. This is why the parameteriza-
tion and diagnostics tool is the most important component of the software. Based on the
respective access rights, the client has various options: monitoring, parameterizing, di-
agnosing, changing or creating new. 

After startup, the parameterization and diagnostics tool is used only for parameterization
and diagnostics of the system. It is no longer required for operating the system.

Server The server establishes the connection between the parameterization/diagnostics tool
and the decentralized units, thus providing the clients with the data from the database.
The data exchange between the server and the decentralized units is carried out via
fieldbus or service interfaces.

The server manages all data separately for systems, catalog and users in a central da-
tabase.

789192459

Ethernet

Server / database

Client

Client in the com-
pany network

Client
Parameterization and
diagnostics tool

Parameterization and
diagnostics tool

Parameterization and
diagnostics tool
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3 MOVIVISION® parameterization and diagnostics tool
Components

Database All data is stored centrally in a database on the server. The database is divided into the
following areas:

• System database

The system database contains all data of the system, such as the various fieldbus
types and connected devices. The parameter data of the individual units is also
stored here and assigned to function groups based on their technology.

The unit data can be modified via clients in the database and downloaded to the re-
spective unit. Vice versa, it is possible to upload data from the unit to the database,
if the unit software has been changed directly via the service interface. Since each
unit comprises an identification module, the server knows when a unit has been re-
placed, and loads the parameters automatically if required.

• Catalog database

The catalog database can be compared to library: System-related data, such as op-
timally parameterized units, are stored for reuse. If a unit, stored in the catalog, is re-
quired twice, all the data can be taken from the catalog database without a new
parameterization.

• User database

The user database stores data related to users that log on to the server via a client.
Users are assigned to user groups. Each user group is assigned different access
rights to the system components.

Client The Client displays the parameterization and diagnostics data of the individual units via
unit standard functions (DLLs) in a graphical interface. The data for every unit is visual-
ized separately for parameterization and diagnostics data (online data). The configura-
tion is still carried out via the client.

3.2.2 Server with database/client
A computer can act as a server with database and as a client. However, the client may
also be operated with a remote computer. The server and client computers have to meet
identical requirements. The parameterization and diagnostics tool has to be installed on
the server and the client.
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3 MOVIVISION® unit software 
Components 

3.3 MOVIVISION® unit software
The unit software is integrated in the filed units. One unit can control one or several
drives. The unit software distinguishes between statuses and commands for the units
and the connected drives. 

The MOVIVISION® unit software operates on several levels, which are illustrated in the
following figure:

• Drive level

The drive level (or inverter level) represents the lowest level. This level allows for the
connected inverters to be accessed directly. 

• Positioning level

Based on the drive level, there is a positioning level for each drive. This level provides
several software functions for the respective drive. The parameterization of those po-
sitioning functions enables the units to perform positioning processes independently
via I/Os, sensors etc. on command of a higher-level control.

• TecUnit level (for the "function" and "coordination" level)

The TecUnit level (technological level) is the highest level. It can be added via plug-
ins. The TecUnit level has access to the two lower levels and can control them ac-
cordingly. Since the technology functions can be flexibly parameterized and adapted
to the requirements of the customer, TecUnits allow for the implementation of cus-
tomer-specific applications. 

3.3.1 Units
A unit is a field unit for drive control, e.g. MOVIPRO®, MOVIFIT®, and MOVIFIT® SNI
with MOVIGEAR® from SEW-EURODRIVE. These units comprise the unit software.
One unit can be used to control one or several drives.

687513739

e.g. MOVIPRO®

Unit

e.g. MOVIFIT®

MOVIVISION® Unit software

Status

Command

Drive level

Positioning level

TecUnit level

(optional)
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3 TecUnits
Components

3.4 TecUnits
TecUnits are only used with the "function" and "coordination" level. 

TecUnits are software expansions that are integrated in the parameterization and diag-
nostics tool, and in the unit software as plug-ins. If necessary, the TecUnit can even
allow for hardware expansions such as sensors for signal evaluation.

TecUnits can be used to integrate and manage application parameters such as RFID
and encoder systems. 

3.5 MOVIVISION® system software
The MOVIVISION® system software is solely used with the "coordination level. 

The MOVIVISION® system software performs the following tasks:

• Connection to neighboring or higher-level systems via Ethernet

• Track management

• Coordination of the materials handling application

• Incorporation of production data

• Route and goal management

• Energy management for MOVITRANS®

• Automatic data distribution to the track components

3.5.1 Segment controller
The SEW-EURODRIVE segment controller is a hardware platform used for system
management. The segment controller is designed for control cabinet and decentralized
installation. It is delivered with the integrated MOVIVISION® system software.
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3 MOVIVISION® operating and visualization software 
Components 

3.6 MOVIVISION® operating and visualization software
The MOVIVISION® operating and visualization software is solely used with the "coordi-
nation" level. 

The MOVIVISION® operating and visualization software provides the following func-
tions: 

• System visualization using data from the segment controller

• System diagnostics on site

• Selection of the operating mode

• Manual operation of system components

• Fault acknowledgement

3.6.1 Operator panel
The SEW-EURODRIVE operator panel is an operating and monitoring system with an
integrated touch screen. It has been optimized for the field. The operator panel is deliv-
ered with the integrated MOVIVISION® operating and visualization software.
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4 Overview
Communication Paths

4 Communication Paths
4.1 Overview

The following figure provides an overview of the communication paths for all perfor-
mance levels. Components only included in the "function" and/or "coordination" level are
displayed as optional:

The following table lists the communication paths of the individual performance levels:

The communication paths are described in detail in the following sections.

739229323
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4 Higher-level control – unit/segment controller 
Communication Paths 

4.2 Higher-level control –  unit/segment controller
Communication path 1 represents the MOVIVISION® software interface. 

• For the "motion" and "function" level, this is the interface between the higher-level
control and the unit software.

• For the "coordination" level, this is the interface between the higher-level control and
the system software.

Communication path 1 is highlighted in the following figure:

MOVIVISION® and the higher-level control use the software interface to exchange sta-
tuses and commands.

The software interfaces of the individual performance levels are described as follows.

744207371
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4 Higher-level control – unit/segment controller
Communication Paths

4.2.1 "Motion" and "function" level

For the "motion" and "function" level, the software interface is the interface between the
higher-level control and the unit software.

The higher-level control can use this software interface to control a connected drive via
the fieldbus as described below:

• Specifying a speed setpoint (drive level)

• Specifying a target position or a function (positioning level)

• Additionally for the "function" performance level: 

Addressing a technological function that can control entire materials handling appli-
cations (TecUnit level)

The required settings are made via the parameterization and diagnostics tool, and
loaded into the unit software afterwards. This process uses defined interfaces and sup-
ports common standard protocols.

4.2.2 "Coordination" level
For the "coordination" level, the software interface is the interface between the higher-
level control and the system software.

The data exchange between the higher-level control and the system software can be pa-
rameterized. The required settings are made via the parameterization and diagnostics
tool, and loaded into the system software afterwards.

The system integration comprises:

• Energy management for MOVITRANS®

• Project planning of the system via track outline and track layout visualization. 

• Parameterization instead of programming: Simple project planning and
parameterization of drives, systems and materials handling applications 

• Automatic vehicle coordination 

• Diagnostics and operation of the system using the integrated track visualization and
operating unit 

• Parameterizable connection to other systems such as PLC, PPS 

• Automatic distribution of the parameters in the system 

• Route, goal, and variable vehicle length management etc. 

• Incorporation of production data
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4 Server – unit/segment controller 
Communication Paths 

4.3 Server – unit/segment controller
Communication path 2 describes the communication between the server and the decen-
tralized track components: 

• For the "motion" and "function" level, this is the interface between the
parameterization and diagnostics tool and the unit software.

• For the "coordination" level, this is the interface between the parameterization and
diagnostics tool and the system software.

Communication path 2 is highlighted in the following figure:
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4 Server – unit/segment controller
Communication Paths

4.3.1 "Motion", "function" and "coordination" level

Communication path 2 is required for the "motion", "function" and "coordination" level in
order to allow for the units to be parameterized and diagnosed:

• Parameterization

A parameter set is created in the database for each unit. The client can be used to
modify the parameter set in the database and download it from the server to the unit.
Changes to the parameterization that have been made directly on the unit can be up-
loaded to the database.

The server provides the option to download parameters automatically when a unit is
being replaced. The server detects a replacement via an identification module on the
unit and transfers the database parameters to the new unit automatically.

• Diagnostics 

The diagnostics information regarding individual units up to individual inverters is
provided by the server and displayed via the connected clients. Multiple clients can
access this information simultaneously.

4.3.2 "Coordination" level
For the "coordination" level, communication path 2 is also required for parameterizing
and diagnosing the segment controller:

• Parameterization

A parameter set is created in the database for each segment controller. This param-
eter set contains the graphical components for visualizing the track, and parameters
for coordinating the lower-level components (e.g. vehicles and operator panels) and
communicating with other systems or higher-level controls.

• Diagnostics

For the "motion" and "function" levels, the diagnostics information is provided by the
server and displayed via the connected clients. Here, the diagnostics information
from lower-level components (e.g. vehicles and switches) as well as from other sys-
tems and higher-level controls (e.g. component and production data) is visualized. 

Multiple clients can access this information simultaneously. A visualization and oper-
ation of the materials handling system via local operator panels is still integrated au-
tomatically.
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4 Server – client 
Communication Paths 

4.4 Server – client
Communication path 3 describes the communication between the server and the client:
This communication path is identical for all three performance levels. 

Communication path 3 is highlighted in the following figure:

MOVIVISION® is a distributed client-server application. The parameters of the field units
are managed centrally in server. Clients that establish a connection to the server decen-
trally via Ethernet represent the interface for visualizing the data – parameterization and
diagnostics data.

An authorization system handles the access to the server data. Each user receives an
access name and a password. Depending on the level of authorization, the user can
view or modify the data, or act as system administrator.

733943563
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5 Roller conveyor with MOVIFIT® SNI and MOVIGEAR®
Application Examples

5 Application Examples
5.1 Roller conveyor with MOVIFIT® SNI and MOVIGEAR®

5.1.1 Use
The following figure shows a roller conveyor for transporting car bodies on skids:

MOVIFIT® SNI represents the head of the roller conveyor function. MOVIGEAR® drive
units are connected to the MOVIFIT® SNI to drive the individual roller conveyor mod-
ules.

5.1.2 Features
This application has the following characteristics: 

• It can be realized with the MOVIVISION® "motion" or "function" level.

• Up to 10 MOVIGEAR® units can be connected to the MOVIFIT® SNI.

• Sensors or display lamps can be connected directly to the MOVIGEAR®.

• No bus cable –

only one supply cable required per MOVIGEAR®.

685730827
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5 Roller conveyor with MOVIFIT® SNI and MOVIGEAR® 
Application Examples 

5.1.3 Theory of operation

The following figure illustrates the theory of operation of this application:

System topology The supply bus and the communication bus are connected to the input of the MOVIFIT®.
At the output of the MOVIFIT®, the communication bus is modulated to the supply cable.
Up to 10 MOVIGEAR® drive units can be connected to this supply line. The I/Os are con-
nected directly to the MOVIGEAR®.

Performance level With the MOVIVISION® "motion" level, the MOVIFIT® SNI and the higher-level control
can exchange statuses and commands via the unit software. The MOVIFIT® SNI col-
lects the MOVIGEAR® statuses and distributes commands to the drive units. Thus
MOVIFIT® SNI relieves the higher-level control. 

With the "function" level, the connected I/Os can additionally be processed directly for
positioning functions, for example. Thus, the higher-level control and the system bus are
further relieved.

734123787
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5 Rotary table with MOVIFIT® MC
Application Examples

5.2 Rotary table with MOVIFIT® MC
5.2.1 Use

The following figure shows a rotary table with roller conveyor for transporting car bodies
on skids:

The MOVIFIT® MC represents the center of the rotary table function. 2 MOVIMOT®

drive units are connected to the MOVIFIT® to drive the rotary table and the roller con-
veyor on the rotary table.

5.2.2 Features
This application has the following characteristics: 

• It can be realized with the MOVIVISION® "motion" or "function" level.

• Up to 3 MOVIMOT® units can be connected to the MOVIFIT® MC.

• Only one hybrid cable is required per MOVIMOT®.

• I/Os can be connected directly to the MOVIFIT® MC.

• Maintenance switch and line protection are integrated in the MOVIFIT® MC.

685724171
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5 Rotary table with MOVIFIT® MC 
Application Examples 

5.2.3 Theory of operation

The following figure illustrates the theory of operation of this application:

System topology The supply bus and the communication bus are connected to the input of the  MOVIFIT®

MC. The supply bus and the communication bus are combined in one hybrid cable at
the output of the MOVIFIT® MC. 2 MOVIMOT® drive units are connected via this hybrid
cable in star connection. 

Performance level With the MOVIVISION® "motion" level, the MOVIFIT® MC and the higher-level control
can exchange statuses and commands via the unit software. The MOVIFIT® MC col-
lects the MOVIMOT® statuses and distributes commands to the drive units. Thus
MOVIFIT® MC relieves the higher-level control. 

With the "function" level, the connected I/Os can additionally be processed directly for
positioning functions, for example. Thus, the higher-level control and the system bus are
further relieved.

734153227
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5 Transverse carriage with MOVIPRO® and MOVITRANS®
Application Examples

5.3 Transverse carriage with MOVIPRO® and MOVITRANS®

5.3.1 Use
The following figure shows a traverse carriage with a chain conveyor that distributes pal-
lets to various accumulating conveyor lines:

The MOVIPRO® drive control represents the center of the traverse carriage function. A
travel drive and a chain conveyor drive are connected to the MOVIPRO®.

The MOVITRANS® system is realized via contactless energy transfer. The communica-
tion with the traverse carriage is also carried out via a near-field WLAN.

5.3.2 Features
This application has the following characteristics: 

• It can be realized with the MOVIVISION® "function" level.

• Contactless, wear and maintenance-free energy supply with MOVITRANS®.

• Contactless communication with the traverse carriage via near-field WLAN. 

• MOVIPRO® combines all drive control functions in one single, compact unit.

685732491
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5 Transverse carriage with MOVIPRO® and MOVITRANS® 
Application Examples 

5.3.3 Theory of operation

The following figure illustrates the theory of operation of this application:

734140427
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5 Transverse carriage with MOVIPRO® and MOVITRANS®
Application Examples

System topology The MOVIPRO® drive control comprises integrated frequency inverters for the travel
drive and the chain conveyor drive.

The detection of the exact position of the traverse carriage is carried out via a bar code
rail that is mounted along the track. An encoder system scans the bar code rail (contact-
less). The position is processed by the MOVIPRO® drive control. 

The MOVITRANS® system is used for the contactless energy transfer and is based on
the induction principle. In this contactless system, electrical energy is transferred from a
fixed conductor to one or more pick-ups. The magnetic connection is realized via an air
gap and is wear and maintenance-free. 

A radiating coaxial cable is installed along the track and connected to an access point
to implement the contactless communication. A defined radio hop without shadowing ef-
fects and reflections is created around the radiating cable. This radio hop does not in-
terfere with other systems, thus providing for a reliable and consistent radio connection
to the vehicle.

Performance level With the MOVIVISION® "function" level, the MOVIPRO® and the higher-level control
can exchange statuses and commands via the unit software. The connected I/Os and
encoder systems can be processed directly for positioning functions, for example. Thus,
the higher-level control and the system bus are relieved.
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5 Automated guided vehicle system with MOVIPRO® and MOVITRANS® 
Application Examples 

5.4 Automated guided vehicle system with MOVIPRO® and MOVITRANS®

5.4.1 Use
The following figure shows an automated guided vehicle system that transports a drive
line for a car to the assembly station with the car body:

The MOVIPRO® drive control represents the center of the automated guided vehicle
function. A travel drive and a hoist drive are connected to the MOVIPRO®.

The MOVITRANS® system is realized via contactless energy transfer. The communica-
tion with the vehicle is also carried out via a near-field WLAN.

5.4.2 Features
This application has the following characteristics: 

• It can be realized with the MOVIVISION® "function" or "coordination" level.

• Contactless, wear and maintenance-free energy supply with MOVITRANS®.

• Contactless communication with the vehicle via near-field WLAN. 

• No high-maintenance, expensive batteries. 

• High availability since no charging cycles required. 

685729163
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5 Automated guided vehicle system with MOVIPRO® and MOVITRANS®
Application Examples

5.4.3 Theory of operation

The following figure illustrates the theory of operation of this application:

734118795
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5 Automated guided vehicle system with MOVIPRO® and MOVITRANS® 
Application Examples 

System topology The MOVIPRO® drive control comprises integrated frequency inverters for the travel
drive and the hoist drive.

A safety-oriented laser scanner is used for collision monitoring. It initiates a safe discon-
nection of the horizontal and vertical motion via a safe input of the MOVIPRO® drive con-
trol. 

The MOVITRANS® system is used for the contactless energy transfer and is based on
the induction principle. In this contactless system, electrical energy is transferred from a
fixed conductor to one or more pick-ups. The magnetic connection is realized via an air
gap and is wear and maintenance-free. 

Via the MOVITRANS® track guidance antenna, the magnetic field from the line cable is
used to guide the vehicle. The antenna signals are evaluated by the MOVIPRO® and
converted into steering movements. 

A radiating coaxial cable is installed along the track and connected to an access point
to implement the contactless communication. A defined radio hop without shadowing ef-
fects and reflections is created around the radiating cable. This radio hop does not in-
terfere with other systems, thus providing for a reliable and consistent radio connection
to the vehicle.

Performance level With the MOVIVISION® "function" level, the MOVIPRO® and the higher-level control
can exchange statuses and commands via the unit software. The connected I/Os and
encoder systems can be processed directly for positioning functions, for example. Thus,
the higher-level control and the system bus are relieved.

With the "coordination" level, the higher-level control is merely required for planning the
production flow. MOVIVISION® provides for the complete vehicle control.
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6 Available documentation
Documentation

6 Documentation
6.1 Available documentation 

The following publications are available for MOVIVISION®:

Some of the publications are shortly to be revised – please refer to the most up-to-date
edition. 

6.2 Additional documentation
In addition to the publications listed above, SEW-EURODRIVE offers extensive docu-
mentation covering the entire topic of electrical drive engineering. These are mainly the
publications of the "Drive Engineering - Practical Implementation" series as well as the
manuals and catalogs for electronically controlled drives. 

A wide selection of our documentation is available in many languages for download on
our website (www.sew-eurodrive.de). If required, you can also order printed and
bound copies of the documentation from SEW-EURODRIVE.

Publications Number

German English

Flyer
MOVIVISION®

11553405
Edition 11/2007

11553413
Edition 11/2007

System description
MOVIVISION®

11677406
Edition 03/2008

11677414
Edition 03/2008

Manual 
MOVIVISION® parameterization and diagnostics tool

11351004
Edition 07/2005

11351012
Edition 07/2005
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7 Address List
Germany

Headquarters
Production
Sales

Bruchsal SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
Ernst-Blickle-Straße 42 
D-76646 Bruchsal
P.O. Box
Postfach 3023 • D-76642 Bruchsal

Tel. +49 7251 75-0
Fax +49 7251 75-1970
http://www.sew-eurodrive.de
sew@sew-eurodrive.de

Service Compe-
tence Center

Central SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
Ernst-Blickle-Straße 1 
D-76676 Graben-Neudorf

Tel. +49 7251 75-1710
Fax +49 7251 75-1711
sc-mitte@sew-eurodrive.de

North SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
Alte Ricklinger Straße 40-42 
D-30823 Garbsen (near Hannover)

Tel. +49 5137 8798-30
Fax +49 5137 8798-55
sc-nord@sew-eurodrive.de

East SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
Dänkritzer Weg 1
D-08393 Meerane (near Zwickau)

Tel. +49 3764 7606-0
Fax +49 3764 7606-30
sc-ost@sew-eurodrive.de

South SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
Domagkstraße 5
D-85551 Kirchheim (near München)

Tel. +49 89 909552-10
Fax +49 89 909552-50
sc-sued@sew-eurodrive.de

West SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
Siemensstraße 1
D-40764 Langenfeld (near Düsseldorf)

Tel. +49 2173 8507-30
Fax +49 2173 8507-55
sc-west@sew-eurodrive.de

Electronics SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
Ernst-Blickle-Straße 42 
D-76646 Bruchsal

Tel. +49 7251 75-1780
Fax +49 7251 75-1769
sc-elektronik@sew-eurodrive.de

Drive Service Hotline / 24 Hour Service +49 180 5 SEWHELP
+49 180 5 7394357

Additional addresses for service in Germany provided on request!

France

Production
Sales
Service

Haguenau SEW-USOCOME 
48-54, route de Soufflenheim 
B. P. 20185
F-67506 Haguenau Cedex 

Tel. +33 3 88 73 67 00 
Fax +33 3 88 73 66 00
http://www.usocome.com
sew@usocome.com

Production Forbach SEW-EUROCOME 
Zone Industrielle 
Technopôle Forbach Sud
B. P. 30269
F-57604 Forbach Cedex

Tel. +33 3 87 29 38 00

Assembly
Sales
Service

Bordeaux SEW-USOCOME 
Parc d'activités de Magellan
62, avenue de Magellan - B. P. 182
F-33607 Pessac Cedex

Tel. +33 5 57 26 39 00
Fax +33 5 57 26 39 09

Lyon SEW-USOCOME 
Parc d'Affaires Roosevelt
Rue Jacques Tati
F-69120 Vaulx en Velin

Tel. +33 4 72 15 37 00
Fax +33 4 72 15 37 15

Paris SEW-USOCOME 
Zone industrielle 
2, rue Denis Papin 
F-77390 Verneuil I'Etang

Tel. +33 1 64 42 40 80
Fax +33 1 64 42 40 88

Additional addresses for service in France provided on request!
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Algeria

Sales Alger Réducom 
16, rue des Frères Zaghnoun
Bellevue El-Harrach
16200 Alger

Tel. +213 21 8222-84
Fax +213 21 8222-84
reducom_sew@yahoo.fr

Argentina

Assembly
Sales
Service

Buenos Aires SEW EURODRIVE ARGENTINA S.A.
Centro Industrial Garin, Lote 35
Ruta Panamericana Km 37,5
1619 Garin

Tel. +54 3327 4572-84
Fax +54 3327 4572-21
sewar@sew-eurodrive.com.ar
http://www.sew-eurodrive.com.ar

Australia

Assembly
Sales
Service

Melbourne SEW-EURODRIVE PTY. LTD.
27 Beverage Drive
Tullamarine, Victoria 3043

Tel. +61 3 9933-1000
Fax +61 3 9933-1003
http://www.sew-eurodrive.com.au
enquires@sew-eurodrive.com.au

Sydney SEW-EURODRIVE PTY. LTD.
9, Sleigh Place, Wetherill Park 
New South Wales, 2164

Tel. +61 2 9725-9900
Fax +61 2 9725-9905
enquires@sew-eurodrive.com.au

Townsville SEW-EURODRIVE PTY. LTD.
12 Leyland Street
Garbutt, QLD 4814

Tel. +61 7 4779 4333
Fax +61 7 4779 5333
enquires@sew-eurodrive.com.au

Austria

Assembly
Sales
Service

Wien SEW-EURODRIVE Ges.m.b.H. 
Richard-Strauss-Strasse 24
A-1230 Wien

Tel. +43 1 617 55 00-0
Fax +43 1 617 55 00-30
http://sew-eurodrive.at
sew@sew-eurodrive.at

Belarus

Sales Minsk SEW-EURODRIVE BY
RybalkoStr. 26
BY-220033 Minsk

Tel.+375 (17) 298 38 50
Fax +375 (17) 29838 50
sales@sew.by

Belgium

Assembly
Sales
Service

Brüssel SEW Caron-Vector S.A.
Avenue Eiffel 5
B-1300 Wavre

Tel. +32 10 231-311
Fax +32 10 231-336
http://www.sew-eurodrive.be
info@caron-vector.be

Service Compe-
tence Center

Industrial Gears SEW Caron-Vector S.A.
Rue de Parc Industriel, 31
BE-6900 Marche-en-Famenne

Tel. +32 84 219-878
Fax +32 84 219-879
http://www.sew-eurodrive.be
service-wallonie@sew-eurodrive.be

Brazil

Production
Sales
Service

Sao Paulo SEW-EURODRIVE Brasil Ltda.
Avenida Amâncio Gaiolli, 152 – Rodovia Presi-
dente Dutra Km 208
Guarulhos – 07251-250 - SP
SAT – SEW ATENDE – 0800 7700496

Tel. +55 11 6489-9133
Fax +55 11 6480-3328
http://www.sew.com.br
sew@sew.com.br

Additional addresses for service in Brazil provided on request!

Bulgaria

Sales Sofia BEVER-DRIVE GmbH
Bogdanovetz Str.1
BG-1606 Sofia

Tel. +359 2 9151160
Fax +359 2 9151166
bever@fastbg.net
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Cameroon

Sales Douala Electro-Services
Rue Drouot Akwa
B.P. 2024
Douala

Tel. +237 33 431137
Fax +237 33 431137

Canada

Assembly
Sales
Service

Toronto SEW-EURODRIVE CO. OF CANADA LTD. 
210 Walker Drive 
Bramalea, Ontario L6T3W1

Tel. +1 905 791-1553
Fax +1 905 791-2999
http://www.sew-eurodrive.ca
marketing@sew-eurodrive.ca

Vancouver SEW-EURODRIVE CO. OF CANADA LTD.
7188 Honeyman Street 
Delta. B.C. V4G 1 E2

Tel. +1 604 946-5535
Fax +1 604 946-2513
marketing@sew-eurodrive.ca

Montreal SEW-EURODRIVE CO. OF CANADA LTD.
2555 Rue Leger 
LaSalle, Quebec H8N 2V9

Tel. +1 514 367-1124
Fax +1 514 367-3677
marketing@sew-eurodrive.ca

Additional addresses for service in Canada provided on request!

Chile

Assembly
Sales
Service

Santiago de 
Chile

SEW-EURODRIVE CHILE LTDA.
Las Encinas 1295
Parque Industrial Valle Grande
LAMPA
RCH-Santiago de Chile
P.O. Box
Casilla 23 Correo Quilicura - Santiago - Chile

Tel. +56 2 75770-00
Fax +56 2 75770-01
http://www.sew-eurodrive.cl
ventas@sew-eurodrive.cl

China

Production
Assembly
Sales
Service

Tianjin SEW-EURODRIVE (Tianjin) Co., Ltd.
No. 46, 7th Avenue, TEDA
Tianjin 300457

Tel. +86 22 25322612
Fax +86 22 25322611
info@sew-eurodrive.cn
http://www.sew-eurodrive.cn

Assembly
Sales
Service

Suzhou SEW-EURODRIVE (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.
333, Suhong Middle Road
Suzhou Industrial Park
Jiangsu Province, 215021

Tel. +86 512 62581781
Fax +86 512 62581783
suzhou@sew-eurodrive.cn

Guangzhou SEW-EURODRIVE (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd.
No. 9, JunDa Road
East Section of GETDD
Guangzhou 510530

Tel. +86 20 82267890
Fax +86 20 82267891
guangzhou@sew-eurodrive.cn

Shenyang SEW-EURODRIVE (Shenyang) Co., Ltd.
10A-2, 6th Road
Shenyang Economic Technological Develop-
ment Area
Shenyang, 110141

Tel. +86 24 25382538
Fax +86 24 25382580
shenyang@sew-eurodrive.cn

Additional addresses for service in China provided on request!

Colombia

Assembly
Sales
Service

Bogotá SEW-EURODRIVE COLOMBIA LTDA. 
Calle 22 No. 132-60
Bodega 6, Manzana B
Santafé de Bogotá

Tel. +57 1 54750-50
Fax +57 1 54750-44
http://www.sew-eurodrive.com.co
sewcol@sew-eurodrive.com.co

Croatia

Sales
Service

Zagreb KOMPEKS d. o. o.
PIT Erdödy 4 II
HR 10 000 Zagreb

Tel. +385 1 4613-158
Fax +385 1 4613-158
kompeks@inet.hr
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Czech Republic

Sales Praha SEW-EURODRIVE CZ S.R.O.
Business Centrum Praha 
Lužná 591
CZ-16000 Praha 6 - Vokovice

Tel. +420 220121234
Fax +420 220121237
http://www.sew-eurodrive.cz
sew@sew-eurodrive.cz

Denmark

Assembly
Sales
Service

Kopenhagen SEW-EURODRIVEA/S
Geminivej 28-30
DK-2670 Greve

Tel. +45 43 9585-00
Fax +45 43 9585-09
http://www.sew-eurodrive.dk
sew@sew-eurodrive.dk

Egypt

Sales
Service

Cairo Copam Egypt 
for Engineering & Agencies
33 EI Hegaz ST, Heliopolis, Cairo

Tel. +20 2 22566-299 + 1 23143088
Fax +20 2 22594-757
http://www.copam-egypt.com/ 
copam@datum.com.eg

Estonia

Sales Tallin ALAS-KUUL AS
Reti tee 4
EE-75301 Peetri küla, Rae vald, Harjumaa

Tel. +372 6593230
Fax +372 6593231
veiko.soots@alas-kuul.ee

Finland

Assembly
Sales
Service

Lahti SEW-EURODRIVE OY
Vesimäentie 4
FIN-15860 Hollola 2

Tel. +358 201 589-300
Fax +358 3 780-6211
sew@sew.fi
http://www.sew-eurodrive.fi

Production
Assembly
Service

Karkkila SEW Industrial Gears OY
Valurinkatu 6
FIN-03600 Karkkila

Tel. +358 201 589-300
Fax +358 201 589-310
sew@sew.fi
http://www.sew-eurodrive.fi

Gabon

Sales Libreville Electro-Services
B.P. 1889
Libreville

Tel. +241 7340-11
Fax +241 7340-12

Great Britain

Assembly
Sales
Service

Normanton SEW-EURODRIVE Ltd.
Beckbridge Industrial Estate 
P.O. Box No.1
GB-Normanton, West- Yorkshire WF6 1QR

Tel. +44 1924 893-855
Fax +44 1924 893-702
http://www.sew-eurodrive.co.uk
info@sew-eurodrive.co.uk

Greece

Sales
Service

Athen Christ. Boznos & Son S.A.
12, Mavromichali Street
P.O. Box 80136, GR-18545 Piraeus 

Tel. +30 2 1042 251-34 
Fax +30 2 1042 251-59
http://www.boznos.gr
info@boznos.gr

Hong Kong

Assembly
Sales
Service

Hong Kong SEW-EURODRIVE LTD.
Unit No. 801-806, 8th Floor
Hong Leong Industrial Complex
No. 4, Wang Kwong Road 
Kowloon, Hong Kong

Tel. +852 2 7960477 + 79604654
Fax +852 2 7959129
contact@sew-eurodrive.hk
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Hungary

Sales
Service

Budapest SEW-EURODRIVE Kft.
H-1037 Budapest
Kunigunda u. 18

Tel. +36 1 437 06-58
Fax +36 1 437 06-50
office@sew-eurodrive.hu

India

Assembly
Sales
Service

Vadodara SEW-EURODRIVE India Private Limited
Plot No. 4, GIDC
POR Ramangamdi • Vadodara - 391 243
Gujarat

Tel. +91 265 2831086
Fax +91 265 2831087
http://www.seweurodriveindia.com
sales@seweurodriveindia.com
subodh.ladwa@seweurodriveindia.com

Ireland

Sales
Service

Dublin Alperton Engineering Ltd. 
48 Moyle Road
Dublin Industrial Estate
Glasnevin, Dublin 11

Tel. +353 1 830-6277
Fax +353 1 830-6458
info@alperton.ie
http://www.alperton.ie

Israel

Sales Tel-Aviv Liraz Handasa Ltd. 
Ahofer Str 34B / 228
58858 Holon

Tel. +972 3 5599511
Fax +972 3 5599512
http://www.liraz-handasa.co.il
office@liraz-handasa.co.il

Italy

Assembly
Sales
Service

Milano SEW-EURODRIVE di R. Blickle & Co.s.a.s.
Via Bernini,14 
I-20020 Solaro (Milano)

Tel. +39 02 96 9801
Fax +39 02 96 799781
http://www.sew-eurodrive.it
sewit@sew-eurodrive.it

Ivory Coast

Sales Abidjan SICA
Ste industrielle et commerciale pour l'Afrique
165, Bld de Marseille
B.P. 2323, Abidjan 08

Tel. +225 2579-44
Fax +225 2584-36

Japan

Assembly
Sales
Service

Iwata SEW-EURODRIVE JAPAN CO., LTD 
250-1, Shimoman-no,
Iwata
Shizuoka 438-0818

Tel. +81 538 373811
Fax +81 538 373814
http://www.sew-eurodrive.co.jp
sewjapan@sew-eurodrive.co.jp

Korea

Assembly
Sales
Service

Ansan-City SEW-EURODRIVE KOREA CO., LTD. 
B 601-4, Banweol Industrial Estate 
1048-4, Shingil-Dong
Ansan 425-120

Tel. +82 31 492-8051
Fax +82 31 492-8056
http://www.sew-korea.co.kr
master@sew-korea.co.kr

Busan SEW-EURODRIVE KOREA Co., Ltd.
No. 1720 - 11, Songjeong - dong
Gangseo-ku
Busan 618-270

Tel. +82 51 832-0204
Fax +82 51 832-0230
master@sew-korea.co.kr

Latvia

Sales Riga SIA Alas-Kuul
Katlakalna 11C
LV-1073 Riga

Tel. +371 7139253
Fax +371 7139386
http://www.alas-kuul.com
info@alas-kuul.com
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Lebanon

Sales Beirut Gabriel Acar & Fils sarl
B. P. 80484
Bourj Hammoud, Beirut

Tel. +961 1 4947-86 
+961 1 4982-72
+961 3 2745-39
Fax +961 1 4949-71 
gacar@beirut.com

Lithuania

Sales Alytus UAB Irseva
Naujoji 19
LT-62175 Alytus

Tel. +370 315 79204
Fax +370 315 56175
info@irseva.lt
http://www.sew-eurodrive.lt

Luxembourg

Assembly
Sales
Service

Brüssel CARON-VECTOR S.A.
Avenue Eiffel 5
B-1300 Wavre

Tel. +32 10 231-311
Fax +32 10 231-336
http://www.sew-eurodrive.lu
info@caron-vector.be

Malaysia

Assembly
Sales
Service

Johore SEW-EURODRIVE SDN BHD 
No. 95, Jalan Seroja 39, Taman Johor Jaya
81000 Johor Bahru, Johor
West Malaysia

Tel. +60 7 3549409
Fax +60 7 3541404
sales@sew-eurodrive.com.my

Mexico

Assembly
Sales
Service

Queretaro SEW-EURODRIVE MEXIKO SA DE CV
SEM-981118-M93
Tequisquiapan No. 102
Parque Industrial Queretaro
C.P. 76220
Queretaro, Mexico

Tel. +52 442 1030-300
Fax +52 442 1030-301
http://www.sew-eurodrive.com.mx
scmexico@seweurodrive.com.mx

Morocco

Sales Casablanca Afit
5, rue Emir Abdelkader
MA 20300 Casablanca

Tel. +212 22618372
Fax +212 22618351
ali.alami@premium.net.ma

Netherlands

Assembly
Sales
Service

Rotterdam VECTOR Aandrijftechniek B.V. 
Industrieweg 175 
NL-3044 AS Rotterdam
Postbus 10085
NL-3004 AB Rotterdam

Tel. +31 10 4463-700
Fax +31 10 4155-552
http://www.vector.nu
info@vector.nu

New Zealand

Assembly
Sales
Service

Auckland SEW-EURODRIVE NEW ZEALAND LTD. 
P.O. Box 58-428 
82 Greenmount drive
East Tamaki Auckland

Tel. +64 9 2745627
Fax +64 9 2740165
http://www.sew-eurodrive.co.nz
sales@sew-eurodrive.co.nz

Christchurch SEW-EURODRIVE NEW ZEALAND LTD. 
10 Settlers Crescent, Ferrymead
Christchurch

Tel. +64 3 384-6251
Fax +64 3 384-6455
sales@sew-eurodrive.co.nz

Norway

Assembly
Sales
Service

Moss SEW-EURODRIVE A/S
Solgaard skog 71
N-1599 Moss

Tel. +47 69 24 10 20
Fax +47 69 24 10 40
http://www.sew-eurodrive.no
sew@sew-eurodrive.no
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Peru

Assembly
Sales
Service

Lima SEW DEL PERU MOTORES REDUCTORES 
S.A.C.
Los Calderos, 120-124
Urbanizacion Industrial Vulcano, ATE, Lima

Tel. +51 1 3495280
Fax +51 1 3493002
http://www.sew-eurodrive.com.pe
sewperu@sew-eurodrive.com.pe

Poland

Assembly
Sales
Service

Lodz SEW-EURODRIVE Polska Sp.z.o.o.
ul. Techniczna 5 
PL-92-518 Łódź

Tel. +48 42 67710-90
Fax +48 42 67710-99
http://www.sew-eurodrive.pl
sew@sew-eurodrive.pl

24 Hour Service Tel. +48 602 739 739
(+48 602 SEW SEW)

serwis@sew-eurodrive.pl

Portugal

Assembly
Sales
Service

Coimbra SEW-EURODRIVE, LDA.
Apartado 15 
P-3050-901 Mealhada

Tel. +351 231 20 9670
Fax +351 231 20 3685
http://www.sew-eurodrive.pt
infosew@sew-eurodrive.pt

Romania

Sales
Service

Bucureşti Sialco Trading SRL 
str. Madrid nr.4 
011785 Bucuresti

Tel. +40 21 230-1328
Fax +40 21 230-7170 
sialco@sialco.ro

Russia

Assembly
Sales
Service

St. Petersburg ZAO SEW-EURODRIVE 
P.O. Box 36 
195220 St. Petersburg Russia

Tel. +7 812 3332522 +7 812 5357142
Fax +7 812 3332523
http://www.sew-eurodrive.ru
sew@sew-eurodrive.ru

Senegal

Sales Dakar SENEMECA 
Mécanique Générale
Km 8, Route de Rufisque 
B.P. 3251, Dakar

Tel. +221 338 494 770
Fax +221 338 494 771
senemeca@sentoo.sn

Serbia

Sales Beograd DIPAR d.o.o.
Ustanicka 128a
PC Košum, IV floor
SCG-11000 Beograd

Tel. +381 11 347 3244 / +381 11 288 
0393
Fax +381 11 347 1337
office@dipar.co.yu

Singapore

Assembly
Sales
Service

Singapore SEW-EURODRIVE PTE. LTD. 
No 9, Tuas Drive 2 
Jurong Industrial Estate 
Singapore 638644

Tel. +65 68621701
Fax +65 68612827
http://www.sew-eurodrive.com.sg
sewsingapore@sew-eurodrive.com

Slovakia

Sales Bratislava SEW-Eurodrive SK s.r.o.
Rybničná 40
SK-83554 Bratislava

Tel. +421 2 49595201
Fax +421 2 49595200
sew@sew-eurodrive.sk
http://www.sew-eurodrive.sk

Žilina SEW-Eurodrive SK s.r.o.
ul. Vojtecha Spanyola 33
SK-010 01 Žilina

Tel. +421 41 700 2513
Fax +421 41 700 2514
sew@sew-eurodrive.sk
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Banská Bystrica SEW-Eurodrive SK s.r.o.
Rudlovská cesta 85
SK-97411 Banská Bystrica

Tel. +421 48 414 6564
Fax +421 48 414 6566
sew@sew-eurodrive.sk

Slovenia

Sales
Service

Celje Pakman - Pogonska Tehnika d.o.o.
UI. XIV. divizije 14
SLO - 3000 Celje

Tel. +386 3 490 83-20
Fax +386 3 490 83-21
pakman@siol.net

South Africa

Assembly
Sales
Service

Johannesburg SEW-EURODRIVE (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED
Eurodrive House 
Cnr. Adcock Ingram and Aerodrome Roads
Aeroton Ext. 2
Johannesburg 2013
P.O.Box 90004
Bertsham 2013

Tel. +27 11 248-7000
Fax +27 11 494-3104
http://www.sew.co.za
dross@sew.co.za

Capetown SEW-EURODRIVE (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED 
Rainbow Park
Cnr. Racecourse & Omuramba Road
Montague Gardens
Cape Town
P.O.Box 36556
Chempet 7442 
Cape Town

Tel. +27 21 552-9820
Fax +27 21 552-9830
Telex 576 062
dswanepoel@sew.co.za

Durban SEW-EURODRIVE (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED
2 Monaceo Place
Pinetown
Durban
P.O. Box 10433, Ashwood 3605

Tel. +27 31 700-3451
Fax +27 31 700-3847
dtait@sew.co.za

Spain

Assembly
Sales
Service

Bilbao SEW-EURODRIVE ESPAÑA, S.L. 
Parque Tecnológico, Edificio, 302
E-48170 Zamudio (Vizcaya)

Tel. +34 94 43184-70
Fax +34 94 43184-71
http://www.sew-eurodrive.es
sew.spain@sew-eurodrive.es

Sweden

Assembly
Sales
Service

Jönköping SEW-EURODRIVE AB
Gnejsvägen 6-8
S-55303 Jönköping
Box 3100 S-55003 Jönköping

Tel. +46 36 3442-00
Fax +46 36 3442-80
http://www.sew-eurodrive.se
info@sew-eurodrive.se

Switzerland

Assembly
Sales
Service

Basel Alfred lmhof A.G.
Jurastrasse 10 
CH-4142 Münchenstein bei Basel

Tel. +41 61 417 1717
Fax +41 61 417 1700
http://www.imhof-sew.ch
info@imhof-sew.ch

Thailand

Assembly
Sales
Service

Chonburi SEW-EURODRIVE (Thailand) Ltd.
700/456, Moo.7, Donhuaroh
Muang 
Chonburi 20000

Tel. +66 38 454281
Fax +66 38 454288
sewthailand@sew-eurodrive.com

Tunisia

Sales Tunis T. M.S. Technic Marketing Service
5, Rue El Houdaibiah 
1000 Tunis

Tel. +216 71 4340-64 + 71 4320-29
Fax +216 71 4329-76
tms@tms.com.tn

Slovakia
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Turkey

Assembly
Sales
Service

Istanbul SEW-EURODRIVE 
Hareket Sistemleri San. ve Tic. Ltd. Sti. 
Bagdat Cad. Koruma Cikmazi No. 3 
TR-34846 Maltepe ISTANBUL

Tel. +90 216 4419164, 3838014, 
3738015
Fax +90 216 3055867
http://www.sew-eurodrive.com.tr
sew@sew-eurodrive.com.tr

Ukraine

Sales
Service

Dnepropetrovsk SEW-EURODRIVE
Str. Rabochaja 23-B, Office 409
49008 Dnepropetrovsk

Tel. +380 56 370 3211
Fax +380 56 372 2078
http://www.sew-eurodrive.ua
sew@sew-eurodrive.ua

USA

Production
Assembly
Sales
Service

Greenville SEW-EURODRIVE INC. 
1295 Old Spartanburg Highway 
P.O. Box 518
Lyman, S.C. 29365

Tel. +1 864 439-7537
Fax Sales +1 864 439-7830
Fax Manuf. +1 864 439-9948
Fax Ass. +1 864 439-0566
Telex 805 550 
http://www.seweurodrive.com
cslyman@seweurodrive.com

Assembly
Sales
Service

San Francisco SEW-EURODRIVE INC. 
30599 San Antonio St.
Hayward, California 94544-7101

Tel. +1 510 487-3560
Fax +1 510 487-6433
cshayward@seweurodrive.com

Philadelphia/PA SEW-EURODRIVE INC. 
Pureland Ind. Complex 
2107 High Hill Road, P.O. Box 481
Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014

Tel. +1 856 467-2277
Fax +1 856 845-3179
csbridgeport@seweurodrive.com

Dayton SEW-EURODRIVE INC.
2001 West Main Street 
Troy, Ohio 45373

Tel. +1 937 335-0036
Fax +1 937 440-3799
cstroy@seweurodrive.com

Dallas SEW-EURODRIVE INC.
3950 Platinum Way 
Dallas, Texas 75237

Tel. +1 214 330-4824
Fax +1 214 330-4724
csdallas@seweurodrive.com

Additional addresses for service in the USA provided on request!

Venezuela

Assembly
Sales
Service

Valencia SEW-EURODRIVE Venezuela S.A.
Av. Norte Sur No. 3, Galpon 84-319
Zona Industrial Municipal Norte
Valencia, Estado Carabobo

Tel. +58 241 832-9804
Fax +58 241 838-6275
http://www.sew-eurodrive.com.ve
ventas@sew-eurodrive.com.ve
sewfinanzas@cantv.net
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How we’re driving the world

With people who
think fast and
develop the
future with you.

With a worldwide
service network that is
always close at hand.

With drives and controls
that automatically
improve your productivity.

With comprehensive
knowledge in virtually
every branch of
industry today.

With uncompromising
quality that reduces the
cost and complexity of
daily operations.

With a global presence
that offers responsive 
and reliable solutions. 
Anywhere.

With innovative
technology that solves
tomorrow’s problems
today.

With online information
and software updates,
via the Internet, available
around the clock.

Drive Technology \ Drive Automation \ System Integration \ Services

SEW-EURODRIVE
Driving the world

www.sew-eurodrive.com

SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
P.O. Box 3023 · D-76642 Bruchsal / Germany
Phone +49 7251 75-0 · Fax +49 7251 75-1970
sew@sew-eurodrive.com
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